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Stars: Birth, Life and Death

• Stars are formed from interstellar material which 

is compressed by gravity

• They spend >90% of their lives burning Hydrogen 

into Helium

• how they “die” depends on mass                               

→ large stars blow up  → Supernovas

• understand stars’ lifecycles by studying their 

properties and also groups of stars
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Nebula

Historic term for any extended patch of light. Now 

know can be

• galaxy

• comets

• star clusters

• supernova remnants

• material ejected from Red Giants

• gas clouds

• dust clouds
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Messier Objects
Charles Messier was searching for comets in the 1770s and listed 

107 “nebula” that were not comets. From Wikipedia
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Interstellar Medium
The space between stars, Interstellar space, is filled with

• Gas (mostly Hydrogen and Helium)

• Dust (silicates=tiny bits of rock or ices like water or carbon 

dioxide) and molecules (even complicated like sugars, 

alcohol and amino acids)

• usually cold (100O K or -300O F)

• usually almost perfect vacuum with 1 atom/cm3 (1 g water 

= 1023 atoms)

Local concentrations: compressed by gravity and can form 

stars. Called Giant Molecular Clouds as molecules have 

been observed. Need about 1,000,000 times the mass of the 

Sun in 100 LY diameter volume to initiate star formation
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Giant Molecular 

Cloud Complex 

in Orion

Both emission and dark (dust 

cloud) nebula

Horsehead nebula is just 

below Anitak (leftmost on 

belt)
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Emission Nebula

If gas cloud heated up by being near 

stars, will emit light and spectrum tells:

• chemical composition

• temperature

• density

• velocity (by Doppler shift)

• Orion Nebula

below belt
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“Dust” Clouds

If dense gas and dust 

between stars and us see as 

dark image → Horsehead 

nebula (also in Orion)

• IR can often see through

• regions where new stars are 

being formed → colder than 

red emission nebula
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Nebula in Infrared vs Optical 

Star cluster RCW 38 in infrared (left) and visible light (right). New IR image uses 

the Very Large Telescope in Chile and the HAWK-I IR imager. Photo released by the 

European Space Agency, from an article in Science News Aug 4, 2018. Shows  infant 

stars (blue dots) surrounded by dust (red and orange). You can align the 2 photos 

using the circled bright star on the right, which is closer to us. Note how there is a 

dust cloud on the right photo that the IR “sees through” on the left image.
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Star Forming Region          

Eagle Nebula. Stars are 

forming inside dust clouds

M16 (constellation 

Serpens)

“Pillars of Creation”

1995 NASA-Hubble 

publicity effort
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“Pillars of Creation 2022 Hubble versus Webb telescopes 

(NASA)
As Webb is infrared can “see into” clouds better
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Star Formation

STEPS

1. Collapsing Gas Cloud

2. Protostar: hot ball but no fusion

3. Star: nuclear fusion but not final equilibrium

4. Main Sequence Star: final equilibrium with 

excess gas blown away → 90% of lifecycle 

fusing Hydrogen to Helium
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Star Formation

gas cloud                  protostar                      Star            equilibrium
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Gravity and Star Formation

gravity causes the material (gas and dust) in a cloud to 

be attracted to each other

• compresses into smaller volume

• increases temperature and density

• If the temperature at the center becomes large enough 

(5 million degrees) then H to He fusion can occur:

• Star is born

• Many stars formed from same cloud → STAR 

CLUSTER with hundreds or thousands of stars
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Gravity II

Fusion provides a new source of energy

• core stops compressing. Have equilibrium with 

thermal (electromagnetic) pressure=gravitational pressure

• “surface” defined as excess gas blown away

• Main sequence star Luminosity depends on MASS

More 

Mass

More gravity

More fusion as higher core temp

Higher Surface  Temp

Brighter Star
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Star Formation

1. Collapsing Gas Cloud → Main Sequence Star

2. Brightness depends on Mass

3. Higher Mass also evolve faster                           

- highest mass only “live” a few million years    

- Sun will “live” about 10 billion years               

- lower mass stars “live” 100 billion years
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Star 

Formation
surface 

temperature and 

luminosity of star 

change over time 

when being “born”

protostar →

stable main 

sequence star. 

Happens faster 

if larger mass
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Catalysts for Star Formation

Stars: formed inside giant clouds. New stars help 

initiate formation of stars in nearby regions

• material ejected from forming stars

• pressure from light radiation from new stars (especially 

large ones)

• Supernova explosions (which occur a few million years 

after a large star is formed)                                          

→ ejects material plus shock wave
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Stellar Evolution

90% of its lifetime: star converts Hydrogen to Helium

• p-p cycle Main Sequence

Helium builds up in the core, but not yet burning

• gravity compresses which increases temperature 

• helium starts burning, more energy produced

Different equilibrium, less stable

• NOT on main sequence

• where on HR diagram is complicated (you don’t 

need to know)

• simplistically Red Giants=He burning
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SUN: Main Sequence → Red Giant

Complicated: don’t need to know!!!
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Helium Fusion → Red Giant
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Helium Fusion I

As mass Carbon12 (6p,6n) is less than the mass of  3 He4 

(2p,2n) then combining 3 He into C releases energy

3-Body Reaction

He+He+He C

OR two 2-Body Reactions

He+He Be(4p,4n)

He+Be C(6p,6n)
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Slightly heavier
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Helium Fusion II
Helium to Carbon burning is suppressed

• 3-body reactions are always suppressed

• 2-body Beryllium(8) is unstable. It decays into 2 He 

nuclei in 10-16 seconds. An “accident” of Nature. Need to 

have Be+He reaction occur before the Be decays →

slows up reaction

• Larger electric repulsion than p-p as larger electric 

charge (2 for He and 4 for Be). Therefore need about 

100,000,000 degrees K for He burning

Stars like our Sun remain on the main sequence longer due 

to this suppression (and life able to evolve into humans)
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Our Sun → Red Giant
in ~5 billion 

years, our Sun 

will expand to 

about the size of 

1 AU = Earth’s 

orbit
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Helium Fusion →

Red Giant

Change radius and 

surface temperature 

in late stages of 

stars’ life cycles

Very unstable. 

“moves” to 

different points on 

HR diagram
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Lecture Feedback
E-mail me a few sentences describing one topic you learned from 

this set of presentations. Please also include the phrase “Helium 

fusion to Carbon can occur in Red Giants” after your mini-report 

but do not use that as your “one topic”.


